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Abstract—The error ﬂoor of bit-interleaved coded modulation
with iterative decoding (BICM-ID) can be minimized for a
particular constellation by maximizing the harmonic mean of the
squared-Euclidian distances of signals whose labels differ in just
one bit position. This problem has been formulated as an instance
of the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) and solved using the
Reactive Tabu Search (RTS). In this paper, we propose a genetic
algorithm for solving the symbol labeling problem and show that
it yields designs that are isomorphic to those obtained using RTS.
We then extend the algorithm to optimize not only the labelings
of the signal points, but also their location in the signal space.
Using this approach, new constellations of cardinality 16, 32, and
64 are evolved that have an error ﬂoor lower than that of QAM
or PSK modulation. The new constellations exhibit gains of 1.32
and 0.88 dB over the best 16-QAM and 64-QAM constellations
reported previously.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bit-interleaved coded-modulation (BICM) is a standard ap-
proach for coding in modern wireless systems involving a
binary encoder followed by a bit interleaver and a nonbinary
modulator [1]. Relative to trellis-coded modulation (TCM),
BICM increases diversity by replacing a symbol interleaver
with a bit interleaver, and hence has improved performance
over fading channels. Due to its simple implementation and
superior performance over fading channels, BICM has become
a standard feature in all proposed future-generation cellular,
satellite, and wireless networking systems.
Performance in a BICM system can be improved by al-
lowing the demodulator and decoder to iteratively exchange
extrinsic information. Such systems are known as BICM with
iterative decoding and demodulation (BICM-ID) [2]. Plots of
the bit error rate for BICM-ID systems generally exhibit a
waterfall region, which is characterized by a rapid decrease in
the bit error rate as the signal-to-noise ratio increases, and an
error-ﬂoor region, in which the bit error rate decreases much
more slowly. For a given signal set, the performance in both
regions is determined by the labeling map, which speciﬁes the
log2(M) bit sequence associated with each of the M symbols
in the signal set. In this paper, we are concerned with designing
constellations and labeling maps that reduce the error ﬂoor.
Methods for generating good labeling maps that provide
low error ﬂoors for a given signal set have been previously
described in [3]–[6]. In [5] it is shown that the minimization
of the so-called error-free feedback (EFF) bound, which is an
approximation of the actual error ﬂoor, can be formulated as
an instance of the combinatorial optimization problem known
as the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) [7]. In particular,
the goal is to maximize the harmonic mean of the Euclidian
distance of signals whose labels differ in just one bit position.
The optimization is done over the M! possible labeling maps.
In [5], Reactive Tabu Search (RTS) [8] was used to perform
this optimization. However, the optimization can be solved in
other ways, and in this paper we propose a genetic algorithm
for optimizing the labeling map of an arbitrary signal set.
The error ﬂoor depends not only on the labeling map,
but also on the location of the signal points. Previous work
has only focused on the design of the labeling map and
assumed a ﬁxed modulation type, typically QAM or PSK.
However, the error ﬂoor can be reduced further by moving
the constellation points. We modify the genetic algorithm to
design not only the labeling map, but also the placement
of the points in the constellation. By evolving the design
across multiple generations, new modulation formats are found
with error ﬂoors that are lower than previously known results
involving QAM or PSK.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a model of the BICM-ID system under consider-
ation, while Section III derives the error-free feedback bound
and identiﬁes the main contributors to the bound. Section IV
formulates the problem of minimizing the EFF bound for a
given constellation as a combinatorial optimization problem
and proposes a genetic algorithm for solving the problem.
Section V modiﬁes the genetic algorithm to allow the points
int the constellation to be moved. Numerical results showing
the EFF bounds for optimized QAM, PSK, and evolved
constellations with M = {16,32,64} are given in Section
VI and compared against the simulated error rates of actual
BICM-ID systems. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A BICM-ID system is shown in Fig. 1. In the transmitter, a
vector u of message bits is passed through a rate rc = kc/nc
binary convolutional encoder to produce a codeword c0. The
codeword is bitwise interleaved by a permutation matrix Π to
produce the bit-interleaved codeword c = c0Π. The length N
bit-interleaved codeword is then passed through a modulator
to produce the length L = dN/log2 Me vector of complexsymbols s ∈ X L where X is a constellation of symbols with
cardinality M and average energy Es. The overall rate of the
system is R = mrc, where m = log2 M, and the average
energy per information bit is Eb = Es/R.
The choice of s from the signal set X depends on the
corresponding group of m consecutive bits at the modulator
input and the constellation labeling map. Each signal in X is
labeled with a unique m-bit sequence b. Deﬁne the integer
representation of a length m binary vector b as
q(b) =
m−1 X
k=0
bk2m−k−1. (1)
Let x = [x0,x1,...,xM−1] be a vector containing each signal
in X. The signals in vector x are indexed according to a
natural mapping so that the label b of xi satisﬁes q(b) = i.
Let x0 be an interleaved version of the vector x such that
x0
k = xµ(k) where µ(k) is a permutation function. Let
µ = [µ(0),µ(1),...,µ(M − 1)] be a vector containing the
integers 0 through M −1 permuted according to the function
µ(k). When the input to the modulator is b, then the modulator
selects symbol s = x0
q(b) = xµ(q(b)) for transmission. Thus,
the vector µ speciﬁes the labeling map for a particular ordered
signal set x.
Each coded symbol passes through a frequency-nonselective
channel with complex-fading amplitude c. In this paper, we
assume uncorrelated Rayleigh fading such that the c’s are i.i.d.
zero-mean complex Gaussian with unit power. The output of
the channel is y = cs + n where n is a sample of a white
complex-Gaussian process with variance N0/2 per dimension.
At the receiver, a demapper within the demodulator pro-
cesses each received symbol to produce a vector z of bit
likelihoods. This vector provides extrinsic information that
is deinterleaved and passed to the decoder. The soft-output
decoder produces extrinisic information that is interleaved and
provided to the demapper as a vector v of a priori information.
The output of the demodulator for bit k is [9]
zk = log
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
p(y|x0)
m−1 Y
j=0
j6=k
exp[βj(x0)vj]
X
x0∈X
(0)
k
p(y|x0)
m−1 Y
j=0
j6=k
exp[βj(x0)vj]
(2)
where the function βj(x0) returns the jth bit of the label of x0
and X
(b)
k is the set of all symbols in X labeled with bk = b.
III. CRITERIA FOR LOW ERROR FLOORS
The union bound on the bit error probability is [1]
Pb ≤
1
kc
∞ X
d=df
WI(d)fp

d,
Es
N0

(3)
where df is the free Euclidian distance of the convolutional
code, WI(d) is the total input weight of error events in the
convolutional code at Hamming distance d, and fp(d,Es/N0)
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Fig. 1. Model of a BICM-ID system. Π indicates a bitwise interleaver.
is the pairwise error probability (PEP). The PEP depends on
the choice of constellation X and its labeling map µ.
Let the function gk(x) return the symbol whose label is
identical to the label of symbol x except for the kth position,
which is complemented. The signal x and gk(x) form an error-
free feedback (EFF) signal set. In the following, {x,gk(x)} is
called an EFF pair and gk(x) is said to be the EFF companion
of x. The EFF bound on BER is found from (3) under the
assumption that the demodulator is provided with perfect a
priori information by the decoder, in which case the LLR of
the unknown bit has the form
zk = logp(y|x0) − logp(y|gk(x0)) (4)
where x0 is one of the 2m−1 symbols whose kth position is
labeled with a one, i.e. βk(x0) = 1. The decision rule for bit k
involves just one EFF pair for that bit, and the identity of the
pair depends on the a priori information fed back from the
decoder. Because the decoder does not always provide perfect
a priori information to the demodulator, and because (3) is an
upper bound, the EFF bound is not actually a bound but rather
is an approximation. However, the EFF bound is usually able
to accurately predict the performance at high SNR.
Consider how to determine fp

1, Es
N0

for a BICM-ID
system, i.e. the probability of a solitary bit error. If the kth
bit labeling the transmitted symbol is bk = 1, then the bit
will be incorrectly detected if zk < 0. Conversely, if the bit
is bk = 0 then an error will occur if zk > 0. Because the
decision boundary for the kth bit lies halfway between the
corresponding EFF pair,
Pr[zk < 0|bk = 1] = Pr[zk > 0|bk = 0]. (5)
Thus either Pr[zk < 0|bk = 1] or Pr[zk > 0|bk = 0] may be
used to represent the probability that bit k is in error. Since
there are m bits labeling each symbol, the PEP is found by
averaging the m bit error probabilities
fp

1,
Es
N0

=
1
m
m−1 X
k=0
Pr[zk < 0|bk = 1] (6)
The error probability for each bit may be found by averagingover the 2m−1 symbols that are labeled with bk = 1
Pr[zk > 0|bk = 1] =
1
2m−1
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
Pr[zk < 0|x0]. (7)
Let Pzk|x0(z) denote the conditional CDF of zk given that
symbol x0 was sent. Substituting (7) into (6) allows the PEP
to be expressed as
fp

1,
Es
N0

=
1
m2m−1
m−1 X
k=0
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
Pzk|x0(0). (8)
The PEP can be found using moment generating function
techniques [1], [10]. Deﬁne φzk|x0(s) = L

pzk|x0(z)
	
to be
the Laplace transform of the pdf of zk given that symbol x0
was sent. In Rayleigh fading [11]
φzk|x0(s) =
1
1 + s(1 − sN0)||x0 − gk(x0)||2. (9)
From the integration property of the Laplace transform and
the fact that the CDF is the integral of the pdf
Pzk|x0(z) = L−1

φzk|x0(s)
s

(10)
The PEP can thus be found by substituting (10) into (8),
resulting in
fp

1,
Es
N0

= L−1

ψ(s)
s

z=0
(11)
where
ψ(s) =
1
m2m−1
m−1 X
k=0
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
φzk|x0(s). (12)
When d > 1, the PEP is the probability that the sum
of d independent bit LLRs is less than zero given that the
corresponding transmitted bits are all ones. Replacing zk in
(6) with this sum results in
fp

d,
Es
N0

=
1
m
m−1 X
k=0
Pr
"
d−1 X
i=0
zk,i < 0
 

 
d−1 Y
i=0
bk,i = 1
#
(13)
where i is used to index bit error events, which will generally
be in different symbols. By using the convolution property of
the Laplace transform, the PEP may be found using
fp

d,
Es
N0

= L−1
(
[ψ(s)]
d
s
)
z=0
(14)
Asymptotically, as N0 → ∞, the BER can be approximated
by [1], [10]
Pb ≈ κ

d2
h
Es
N0
−df
(15)
where κ is a constant and
d2
h =



1
m2m−1
m−1 X
k=0
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
||x0 − gk(x0)||−2



−1
(16)
is the harmonic mean of the squared-Euclidian distances
between signals in each EFF signal set.
Taking the base-10 logarithm of (15), deﬁning XdB =
10log10 X, and recalling that Es = REb yields
log10 Pb ≈
−df
10
 
Rd2
h

dB +

Eb
N0

dB

+ κdB.
(17)
A plot of log10 Pb versus (Eb/N0)dB will be a straight line
with negative slope given by df, which is the diversity gain.
The horizontal offset of the curve is controlled by d2
h, with
larger values of d2
h translating into lower error rates.
From (16), it is clear that the choice of signal set X and
symbol labeling map µ inﬂuences the harmonic mean, and
from (17) the harmonic mean determines the offset of the
BER curve. Thus, to minimize the EFF bound for a given
outer code, it is necessary to maximize d2
h. For a given X, the
maximization is performed over the set of all possible µ. Such
maximization is discussed in Section IV. If one is free to chose
not only µ but also the signal set X, then the maximization
is over both functions, as described in Section V.
Deﬁne d2
e to be the minimum squared-Euclidian distance
among the EFF signals sets
d2
e = min
x
0∈X
(1)
k
0≤k≤m−1
||x0 − gk(x0)||2. (18)
Clearly d2
e ≤ d2
h, and from (16) it can be seen that a small
de will typically translate to a large dh. Furthermore, de is
what limits performance over an AWGN channel. Thus, an
alternative design criteria is to maximize de or assure that it
is at least some minimum value. A design methodology that
assures a minimum value of de is discussed in [6].
IV. LABEL MAPPING OPTIMIZATION
Maximizing the harmonic mean given by (16) over all µ is
equivalent to ﬁnding the minimum of a cost function:
min
µ
m−1 X
k=0
X
x∈X
(1)
k
||x − gk(x)||−2. (19)
As discussed in [5], the minimization given by (19) can
be formulated as an instance of the Quadradic Assignment
Problem (QAP) [7]. Deﬁne the ﬂow matrix F such that
element fi,j = 1 if the labels of xi and xj are different in just
one bit position. Since the vector x is indexed according to a
natural labeling, fi,j = 1 whenever the binary expansion of the
integers i and j have a Hamming distance of one. Otherwise,
fi,j = 0. Deﬁne the distance matrix D with elements
di,j =

||xi − xj||−2, i 6= j
0, i = j (20)
For a given F and D, the cost function in (19) may be
found as
M−1 X
i=0
M−1 X
j=0
fi,jdi,j. (21)The previous expression is the cost function when a natural
mapping is applied. If another mapping is applied by per-
muting x to obtain x0, then a new ﬂow matrix F0 must be
found with element f0
i,j = 1 if the labels of x0
i and x0
j are
different in one bit position. However, since x0
k = xµ(k), F0
is merely a column-and-row permuted version of F. Thus, the
cost function under mapping µ can be expressed as [12]
M−1 X
i=0
M−1 X
j=0
fµ(i),µ(j)di,j. (22)
Equivalently, D could remain ﬁxed, in which case the rows
and columns of F would be permuted, and the resulting cost
function would be as given in [5]. The optimization is to mini-
mize the above expression with respect to all possible mapping
functions (permutations) µ. Because D is a symmetric matrix,
this optimization is a symmetric QAP [13].
The QAP is NP-hard and may be solved in a variety of ways.
Exact solutions can be found using dynamic programming,
cutting plane techniques, and branch and bound procedures.
For M & 32 such techniques are generally not tractable.
For larger problems, heuristic search methods have been
considered, including RTS [8], genetic algorithms [13]–[15],
and simulated annealing [16]. Conventional genetic algorithms
[14] are not competitive with RTS in terms of accuracy and
efﬁciency. However with recent modiﬁcations [13], [15], ge-
netic algorithms have emerged as a very promising candidate
for solving the QAP. In [5], the problem of maximizing d2
h
was solved using RTS. In this paper, our goal is to maximize
d2
h by using a genetic algorithm.
During each generation, the genetic algorithm creates a
population of mapping functions µi,0 ≤ i ≤ Nmap − 1.
The best Ns maps are propagated to the next generation as
survivors. The ﬁrst generation is seeded with an initial popu-
lation of survivors that are random permutations of the integers
0 through M − 1. The remaining Nmap − Ns individuals
of each generation are created by mutating Nmu individual
survivors, breeding pairs of survivors to form Nch children,
and randomly spawning enough new individuals to ensure that
there are Nmap distinct maps.
Mutation of a randomly selected survivor µi involves ran-
domly swapping the bit labels of one or more pairs of symbols
and is governed by a mutation rate pmu. With probability pmu,
a given element of the vector µi is exchanged with another
randomly chosen element of µi. The process is repeated for
each of the M elements of µi and if no symbol labels were
exchanged, then the process starts over.
Breeding starts with the random selection of two survivors
with labeling maps µp1 and µp2 and drawing a random integer
ncr between 0 and M-1. The two labeling maps are combined
to create a child with mapping function µch. The ﬁrst ncr
elements of µch are equal to the ﬁrst ncr elements of µp1.
The remaining M − ncr elements of µch are equal to the
ordered elements in µp2 that have not already appeared in the
ﬁrst ncr elements of µch.
Next, the survivors, mutants, and children are checked
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Fig. 2. Harmonic mean of the squared-Euclidian distance between EFF signal
pairs after each generation of the genetic algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Constellation labeling maps that maximize d2
h found using the genetic
algorithm. 16-QAM is on the left, and 16-PSK is on the right.
for duplicate entries, which are removed. Then enough new
random permutations are added to the population to make
the total population equal to Nmap. There will be at least
Nmap−Ns−Nmu−Nch new maps spawned each generation.
The cost function (22) of each individual is determined, and
the Nsu survivors with the minimum cost are propagated to
the next generation. After the desired number of generations
have run, the survivor with the smallest cost function is used
as the ﬁnal design.
The genetic algorithm was run to optimize the mappings for
16-QAM and 16-PSK. For each modulation, 100 generations
were run with 3000 survivors, 3000 mutants, 3000 children,
a total population size of Nmap = 10000, and a mutation
rate of pmu = 0.1. The value of d2
h after each generation,
up to generation 40, is shown in Fig. 2. The 16-QAM design
converged in 25 generations with a d2
h = 2.718954 which is
the same value found using RTS in [5]. The 16-PSK design
coverged in 20 iterations with d2
h = 3.114162. Because its d2
h
is higher, the EFF bound of 16-PSK will be lower than that of
16-QAM. Although not used as a design criterion, d2
e was also
calculated and is shown in Table II. The constellation labeling
maps are shown in Fig. 3.0
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Fig. 4. 16-ary constellation optimized using a genetic algorithm. Tilted axes
have been superimposed to emphasize the symmetry that has evolved.
V. CONSTELLATION OPTIMIZATION
In the previous section, the constellation X was ﬁxed and
only the labeling map µ was optimized. However, d2
h depends
not only on the labeling map but also on the constellation.
In this section, we seek to increase d2
h beyond the values
possible for QAM and PSK by moving signal points in the
constellation. Ideally, the goal is to perform the following
optimization
min
X,µ
m−1 X
k=0
X
x0∈X
(1)
k
||x0 − gk(x0)||−2. (23)
However, unlike the symbol labeling optimization where there
were a ﬁnite number of possible designs, the number of
possible X is inﬁnite, which makes the optimization more
challenging.
We propose a heuristic method for performing the opti-
mization in (23). The optimization begins with a standard
constellation. Because PSK has a better potential d2
h than
QAM, it is a more appropriate starting constellation. To obtain
the initial mapping, either RTS or the genetic algorithm is run
to obtain a mapping that maximizes d2
h. Next, the constellation
is modiﬁed in an attempt to increase d2
h. This can be done by
picking an EFF pair that are distance de apart and forcing
them to be farther apart. If there are multiple EFF pairs that
are distance de apart, then pick a pair at random. Let ρ > 1
represent a scale factor, such that the selected EFF pair is
forced to be distance ρde apart with the same centroid. When
this adjustment is made, the average energy of the constellation
will typically increase, and so it must be renormalized to Es.
Also, after the pair is pushed apart, the previously chosen
labeling map might no longer be optimal, and thus it should
be redesigned. While the redesign could use RTS, we found
that applying the genetic algorithm in this situation is more
efﬁcient because it could be seeded with the survivors from
the labeling optimization of the previous constellation. The
process continues iteratively, with each iteration consisting of
moving one pair of points apart, renormalizing the constella-
tion, and reoptimizing the constellation labeling map.
Starting with the 16-PSK constellation shown in Fig. 3,
the optimization was run with 1000 iterations and ρ = 1.01.
TABLE I
SIGNAL VALUES FOR THE CONSTELLATION SHOWN IN FIG. 4.
Labeling Real Imaginary Labeling Real Imaginary
0 0.8803 -0.4859 8 -0.4123 0.8977
1 -0.9894 -0.1141 9 0.8254 -0.5905
2 -0.9885 -0.2297 10 0.8704 -0.4840
3 0.7245 0.6716 11 -0.9993 -0.1120
4 -0.8704 0.4840 12 0.4123 -0.8977
5 0.9907 0.1081 13 -0.8254 0.5905
6 0.9885 0.2297 14 -0.8803 0.4859
7 -0.7160 -0.6677 15 0.9894 0.1141
During each iteration, the labeling map was optimized using
the genetic algorithm described in the last section seeded with
the survivors from the previous iteration. As the process ran,
the value of d2
e would tend to increase, although sometimes
after renormalization it decreased. Similarly, the value of d2
h
would typically increase. The resulting constellation is shown
in Fig. 4. The optimization resulted in d2
h = 3.684133, which
is considerably larger than the best d2
h found with QAM and
PSK. The signal values for the constellation are listed in Table
I. Inspecting the constellation reveals an interesting geometry.
Tilted axes have been superimposed on the ﬁgure to emphasize
the symmetry in the evolved constellation. Each quadrant of
the tilted constellation contains four symbols whose labels
differ in exactly two bit positions; thus, there are no EFF pairs
in the same quadrant. Of the four symbols in each quadrant,
the ﬁrst two symbols are nearly colocated, a third symbol is
distance ∼ 0.12 from the colocated pair, and a fourth symbol is
distance ∼ 0.62 from the colocated pair. The fourth symbol’s
EFF companions all lie on the opposite quadrant (for instance
the EFF companions of ’8’ are {0,9,10,12}). For all other
symbols, two of their EFF companions are in one quadrant
and the other two EFF companions are in another quadrant.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The optimizations performed in the last two sections for
M = 16 were repeated for M = 32 and M = 64. Table
II shows the results of the optimizations. The QAM and
PSK labeling maps were optimized using RTS1. The rows
marked “GA” report the results using the constellation design
algorithm of section V using PSK as the initial constellation.
The EFF bounds for all nine modulation formats are shown
in Fig. 5 for the rate-1/2 convolutional code with octal gener-
ators (7,5) and df = 5. While all curves have the same slope
due to the common value of df, there are gains in moving
from one modulation choice to another. In general, there is
a gain in moving to a larger alphabet and there are gains in
moving from QAM to PSK and from PSK to the genetically
designed constellation. For instance, the genetically designed
constellations provide gains of 1.32 and 0.88 dB, respectively,
over the 16-QAM and 64-QAM constellations reported in [5].
These trends are the opposite of the trends observed with
uncoded modulation or BICM without feedback, indicating
1In the ﬁnal paper, we will report the results of using our genetic algorithm
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Fig. 5. The EFF bound on BER when using a (7,5) convolutional code.
For each of M = {16,32,64}, QAM has the highest error ﬂoor and the
constellation designed with the genetic algorithm (GA) has the lowest error
ﬂoor.
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Fig. 6. Simulated bit error performance using 16-ary modulation, a (7,5)
covolutional code, and 24,000-bit codewords.
that BICM-ID achieves its gains in a much different manner.
Indeed, the constellation shown in Fig. 4 would perform quite
poorly without coding and iterative decoding.
To demonstrate the tightness of the EFF bound at high
SNR, the three 16-ary BICM-ID systems were simulated. The
simulations used a codeword length of N = 24,000 bits over
an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel. The results of the
simulation are shown in Fig. 6. Also shown on the plot are
the corresponding EFF bounds. As can be seen, the EFF bound
accurately predicts the performance at high SNR. However, it
can also be seen that lowering the EFF bound comes at a
cost. The waterfall region, i.e. the range of SNR characterized
by a rapid drop in BER, occurs at a higher SNR for each
modulation that has a lower EFF bound.
TABLE II
THE HARMONIC MEAN d2
h AND MINIMUM d2
e OF THE
SQUARED-EUCLIDIAN DISTANCES BETWEEN POINTS IN EACH EFF SET
FOR DIFFERENT MODULATIONS. “GA” INDICATES A CONSTELLATION
DESIGNED USING THE GENETIC ALGORITHM.
M Modulation d2
h d2
e
16 QAM 2.718954 1.6
PSK 3.114162 2.0
GA 3.684133 3.312471
32 QAM 2.815367 1.6
PSK 3.291638 2.390181
GA 3.547659 3.312471
64 QAM 2.874222 1.619047
PSK 3.410212 2.580569
GA 3.517697 3.255547
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Evolutionary computing may be used to not only optimize
the label map of a constellation, but also to optimize the
placement of the points in the constellation. By applying an
appropriate genetic algorithm, a new constellation may be
evolved for BICM-ID with a predicted error ﬂoor that is on the
order of 1 dB better than the best known QAM constellations.
The lower error ﬂoor of the evolved constellation comes at the
cost of the waterfall region being shifted to a higher SNR.
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